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Abstract
In object-oriented programming, unique permissions to object references are useful for checking correctness properties such as consistency of typestate and noninterference of concurrency. To be usable, unique permissions must be borrowed — for example, one must be able to read a unique reference out of a field, use it for something, and put it back. While one can null out the field and later reassign it, this paradigm is ungainly and requires unnecessary writes, potentially hurting cache performance. Therefore, in practice borrowing must occur in the type system, without requiring memory updates. Previous systems support borrowing with external alias analysis and/or explicit programmer management of fractional permissions. While these approaches are powerful, they are also awkward and difficult for programmers to understand. We present an integrated language and type system with unique, immutable, and shared permissions, together with new local permissions that say that a reference may not be stored to the heap. Our system also includes change permissions such as unique>>unique and unique>>none that describe how permissions flow in and out of method formal parameters. Together, these features support common patterns of borrowing, including borrowing multiple local permissions from a unique reference and recovering the unique reference when the local permissions go out of scope, without any explicit management of fractions in the source language. All accounting of fractional permissions is done by the type system “under the hood.” We present the syntax and static and dynamic semantics of a formal core language and state soundness results. We also illustrate the utility and practicality of our design by using it to express several realistic examples.

Categories and Subject Descriptors  D.3.1 [Programming Languages]: Formal Definitions and Theory—Borrowing: D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs and Features—Permissions

General Terms Design, Languages, Theory, Verification

Keywords Types, Permissions, Borrowing, Uniqueness, Immutability

1. Introduction
Permissions are annotations on pointer variables that specify how an object may be aliased, and which aliases may read or write to the object [9]. For example, unique [20] indicates an unaliased object, immutable [24] indicates an object that can be aliased but cannot be mutated, and shared [3] indicates an object that may be aliased and can be mutated. Permission systems have been proposed to address a diversity of software engineering concerns, including encapsulation [24], protocol checking [3, 13], safe concurrency [6, 8], security [5], and memory management [9, 15]. Recently, new programming languages have incorporated permissions [28] or related affine types [26] as fundamental parts of the type system.

In order to leverage permissions in practice, programmers must be able to manipulate them effectively. One form of manipulation is permission splitting; for example, converting a unique permission into multiple shared permissions, or alternatively into multiple immutable permissions. A shared (or immutable) permission can then be split further into more shared (respectively immutable) permissions. A second important form of manipulation is borrowing; extracting a permission from a variable field, using it temporarily, and then returning all or part of it to the source. For example, a method may require an immutable permission to the receiver; if we have a unique permission to an object, we’d like to call the method on that object, and provided the method does not allow an alias to the receiver to escape, we’d like to get our unique permission back at the end. Crucially, recovering the permission should not require reassigning the original variable (which may not even be assignable).

Borrowing was originally proposed by [19]; however, good support for this feature has remained an open and difficult problem. Prior type-based systems [1, 19, 22] provided a borrowed annotation, but they did not support the immutable references that are an essential part of many recent systems [3, 8, 28]. A number of systems supported borrowing via a program analysis [4, 7], but the program analysis relies on shape analysis, which is fragile and notoriously difficult for programmers to understand. Boyland proposed fractional permissions [8] to support splitting and recombinining permissions, with borrowing as a special case, but its mathematical fraction abstraction is unnatural for programmers, to such an extent that the automated tools we know of once again hide the fractions behind an (inscrutable) analysis [3, 17].

A good borrowing facility should have a number of properties. It should support a natural programming style (e.g. avoid awkward constructs like replacing field write with a primitive swap operation [16], or a requirement to thread a reference explicitly from one call to the next by reassigning the reference each time [26]). Reasoning abstractions should likewise be natural (not fractions [8]). It should support borrowing from unique, immutable, and shared variables and fields. Rules should be local so the programmer can understand them and predict how they operate (vs. a non-local analysis [3, 7] or constraint-based inference).

The contribution of this paper is the first borrowing approach that meets all of the above properties. We provide a type system for a Java-like language with permissions that are tracked through local, predictable rules. Our technical approach includes a number of innovations, including change permissions that show the incoming
and outgoing permissions to a method parameter, local permissions that modify shared or immutable permissions to denote that they cannot escape, an expressive rule for handling borrowing across conditional branches, and a way to safely restore permissions to the variable or field from which they were borrowed. We formalize our type system, prove it sound, and demonstrate it via a series of examples which can be checked by our prototype implementation.\footnote{available at http://code.google.com/p/plaid-lang/}

We describe the features of the language in the next section. Section 3 formalizes our type system and gives soundness results. We cover additional related work in section 4, and section 5 concludes.

2. Language Features

In this section we informally explain the features of our language; the next section gives a more formal treatment. Our language is based on Plaid \cite{plaid}. For our purposes, Plaid is similar to Java, except:

- Instead of classes, Plaid uses states. This is because Plaid has a first-class notion of typestate, which can be used to model object state and transitions between states. We don’t use typestate in this work, but we adhere to the Plaid syntax.
- Plaid has a \texttt{has} construct that evaluates an argument and then uses its type to pick which of several cases to execute.
- Plaid has no \texttt{null} value in the surface syntax or programmer-visible semantics. Instead, every object field and variable is initialized to a non-null object.
- Plaid has a first-class notion of permissions. Supporting typestate is one important application of permissions, including the novel borrowing mechanisms discussed in this work.

In the rest of this section we first give an overview of the permissions in our language. Then we explain the mechanisms for creating aliases of variables and fields with consistent permissions. Then we explain the mechanism of change permissions, which allows modular checking of permission flow in and out of methods. Finally, we explain local permissions, which provide a way to split a unique permission into several permissions and later recombine them to unique, without explicit fractions.

2.1 Access Permissions

Permissions are a well-known way of controlling aliasing in applications such as typestate \cite{typestate} and concurrency control \cite{concurrency}. Our permission system is adapted from the \texttt{access permissions} system of \cite{typestate}. An access permission is a tag on an object reference that says how the reference may be used to access the fields of the object it refers to and how aliases of that reference may be created. In this work, we use the following permissions:

- A \texttt{unique} permission says that the reference \( o \) may be used for reading and writing, and there is no restriction on aliases of \( o \) (so \texttt{shared} is like an ordinary reference in Java).
- A \texttt{local immutable} or \texttt{local shared} permission is like an \texttt{immutable} (respectively \texttt{shared}) permission, except it can only be passed around in local variables, and can’t be assigned to the heap. Local permissions are new with this work and are explained further in Section 2.4.

If any alias of a unique reference is created, then the \texttt{unique} permission must be consumed (but it can be transferred to the alias). A unique permission is therefore like a linear resource \cite{linear}. By contrast, \texttt{immutable} and \texttt{shared} references may be freely replicated.

While other access permissions are possible, these permissions suffice to illustrate the concepts in this paper. Further, these permissions can express a wide range of computation patterns. Other permissions could be added to the system without difficulty.

2.2 Aliasing Variables and Fields

In contrast to a language like Java with unrestricted aliasing, a language with access permissions must maintain careful control over how aliases are created. We now discuss how our language manages permissions for aliases of variables and object fields.

(a) Borrowing Unique from a Variable

\begin{verbatim}
unique x = new S1; // x:unique
1
2
3
unique y = x; // x:unique
4
5
6 } // x:unique
\end{verbatim}

(b) Borrowing Unique from One of Two Variables

\begin{verbatim}
unique x = new S1; // x:unique
1
2
unique y = new S2; // y:unique
3
4
unique z = match(...) { 5
// x:unique
// y:unique
6 } // x:unique
\end{verbatim}

(c) Taking Unique from a Variable

\begin{verbatim}
unique x = new S2; // x:unique
1
2
unique y = new S1; // y:unique
3
4
unique z = x; // x:unique
5
6 } // x:unique
\end{verbatim}

Figure 1. Examples of variable aliasing.

Aliasing Variables: In our language the following rules govern aliasing of local variables:

1. Our local variables are single-assignment (i.e., they are assigned to only in their declaration) and are declared with explicit permissions, so the needed permission is always available on the left-hand side of a variable assignment.
2. In typing and assignment, we compute all variables and fields such that the value returned by the right-hand side of the assignment may be obtained by reading the variable or field. Because we can’t statically resolve which \texttt{match} case will be taken, there may be more than one.
3. We maintain a typing environment, which we call a \texttt{context}, with the permission associated with each variable. For each possible source variable, we make sure there is enough permission in the context to extract the needed permission. We use permission splitting rules, given formally in the next section, to com-
pute the permission remaining in the source variables after the extraction, and we update the context accordingly.

4. At the end of the scope of the assignee variable, we restore whatever permission is left in that variable to the source variables. For this operation we use permission joining rules, which are the reverse of the splitting rules.

Figure 1 shows examples, where the definitions of states S1 and S2 are as follows:

```plaintext
state S1 { unique S1 f1 = new S2; }
state S2 case of S1 { unique S1 f2 = new S3; }
state S3 case of S2 {} 
```

Here case of is like extends in Java and denotes subclassing. In Figure 1(a), variable x is declared unique and initialized with a fresh object in line 1. In line 3, variable y is created and takes the unique permission out of x, leaving none in x. When y goes out of scope in line 4, its unique permission flows back into x. Figure 1(b) is similar, except that in line 5, we don’t know which variable (x or y) will be read from at runtime, so we take permissions out of both, record both as source variables, and restore permissions to both at the end of z’s scope in line 7. The match statement in lines 4–5 says to evaluate the selector expression (represented as ellipses here) to an object reference o, then evaluate the whole expression to x if the type of o matches S1, to y if the type of o matches S2, and to halt if there is no match. While this example is simple, in general typing match in our language is subtle and requires merging the contexts generated by the different match cases; the details are given in Section 3.2. Figure 1(c) shows an example where the permission read out of x into z is stored into the heap, so it can’t be returned to x at the end of z’s scope.

(a) Borrowing Unique from a Field
1 unique x = new S1; // x:unique
2 |
3 unique y = x.f1; // x:(unique,f1:none),y:unique
4 |
(b) Borrowing Unique from a Variable or Field
1 unique x = new S1; // x:unique
2 unique y = new S1; // x:unique
3 |
4 unique z = match(...) |
5 { // x:unique,y:unique
6 S1=xx; S2=yy.f1; |
7 // x:none,y:(unique,f1:none),z:unique
8 } |
(c) Taking Unique from a Field
1 unique x = new S1; // x:unique
2 unique y = new S1; // x:unique,y:unique
3 y.f1 = x.f1; // x:(unique,f1:none),y:unique
```

Figure 2. Examples of field aliasing.

Aliasing Fields: The rules for aliasing of fields are similar to those for aliasing of local variables, with two exceptions. First, pulling a permission out of a field can cause the residual permission to violate the statically declared field permission. For example, pulling unique out of a field declared unique causes the field to have permission none. In this case, we say the field is unpacked [12]. If an object has any unpacked fields, then we say the object is unpacked. We must account for the actual permissions when accessing the fields of an unpacked object. Second, since fields can be assigned to, the reference in the field at the point of permission restore may not be the same reference that the permission came from. In this case, we must be careful not to restore permissions to the wrong reference, which would violate soundness.

Unpacking fields: To address the first issue, we store the current permission of each unpacked field of each object in the context. Figure 2 shows examples, where S1 and S2 are defined as before. In Figure 2(a), line 3 shows the context after taking a unique permission out of x.f1. The notation x:(unique,f1:none) means that x has unique permission and points to an unpacked object with none permission for field f1. Figure 2(b) shows how to use the same mechanism from Figure 1 to pull a permission out of either a variable or a field. Figure 2(c) shows an example of taking a unique permission from a field and assigning it to another field.

To ensure soundness, we place three restrictions on field unpacking. First, an object can be unpacked via a variable with unique permission, but not immutable or shared permission. This is so outstanding aliases to the object don’t become inconsistent. Our language also allows taking an immutable permission out of a unique field v.f given immutable permission to v. In this case our type system does not report v as unpacked in the context; this is sound because once an object is seen with immutable permission it can never become unique again.

Second, once an object stored in variable v is unpacked, permission to v may not be assigned to another variable or the heap until v is packed again; otherwise we would not be able to track the unpacked state of v through v’s information in the context. For example, the following code is not allowed, because x is unpacked when it is assigned to z:

```plaintext
1 unique x = new S1; // x:unique
2 unique y = x.f1; // x:(unique,f1:none),y:unique
3 unique z = x; // Disallowed because x is not packed
```

Third, a variable v must be packed at the point when it goes out of scope; in particular method formal parameters must be packed at the end of a method body. That is because the permission stored in v could be flowing back to a different (packed) variable that gave its permission to v when v was declared.

In practice, the programmer can comply with the latter two requirements by carefully managing the scopes of variables that read permissions from unique fields and/or writing fresh objects into the fields to pack the fields at appropriate points. While in some cases these writes may not be strictly necessary, the requirements do not seem to be onerous in the examples we have studied. These restrictions could be relaxed at the cost of additional language complexity (for example, stating in method signatures which fields of an incoming parameter must be packed).

Consistent permission restore: As an example of the second issue identified above (erroneous permission restore), consider the following code:

```plaintext
1 unique x = new S2; // x:unique
2 |
3 { // x:unique
4 unique y = x.f1; // x:(unique,f1:none),y:unique
5 x.f2 = x.f1; // x:(unique,f1:none),y:unique
6 } |
```

Restoring a permission to x.f1 at the end of y’s scope in line 6 would create an alias between x.f1 and x.f2, both with unique permission. The problem is that the reference in field x.f1 in line 6 is not the same reference to which permission was taken in line 3, so restoring to it would be wrong.

To prevent this from happening, the static typing rules maintain an identifier that is updated every time a field goes from packed to unpacked. The permission restore occurs only if the identifier at the point of the field access matches the identifier at the point of restoration. For example, in the code shown above, at line 3 where

2 Local permissions, discussed in Section 2.4, provide an additional way to unpack objects.
x.f1 is unpacked and its permission read into y, an identifier i is associated with x.f1 and with y. Then in line 5, when x.f1 is unpacked again, x.f1 gets a fresh identifier i'. In line 6, when y goes out of scope, its identifier i does not match the identifier i' of the source location x.f1, so permission is not restored from y into the location. Thus the identifier mechanism approximates object identity at runtime; the approximation is conservative because each assignment is assumed to assign a different object reference, even if the same one is actually assigned twice.

### 2.3 Modular Checking with Change Permissions

To support modular checking of permission flow across method scopes, we introduce a language feature called a `change permission`. Change permissions are inspired by, and similar to, change types in Plaid [28]. However, whereas a change type in Plaid says that an object may transition from one state to another (to support typestate), in our language change permissions specify only that a reference permission changes from a stronger to a weaker permission; the object type always persists. Further, while previous systems can distinguish borrowed and consumed permissions at method boundaries [7, 11], change permissions are more flexible, because they can record a change to any weaker permission (not just `none`).

Syntactically, a change permission looks like \( \pi \rightarrow \pi' \), where \( \pi \) and \( \pi' \) are permissions. Change permissions appear on method formal parameters, including the implicit parameter this. For example, a formal parameter can be declared as \( \pi \rightarrow \pi' \) for x, where x is a state name. This declaration says the caller must ensure that on entry to the method permission \( \pi \) is available for the reference o stored in x, while the callee must ensure that on exit from the method permission \( \pi' \) is available for o. The bare permission \( \pi \) can also function as a change permission; it is shorthand for \( \pi \rightarrow \pi \).

Change permissions naturally support both borrowing and non-borrowing uses of unique permissions. For example, a change permission unique \( \rightarrow \) unique says that the permission in the parameter value must be unique on entry to the method, and the unique permission will be restored at the end of the method; whereas unique \( \rightarrow \) none says that a unique permission is taken and not returned (for example, because it is stored on the heap).

```plaintext
1 state Data ()
2 immutable Data publish() unique>immutable {
3   // Add timestamp
4   this;
5 }
6 ...
7 }
8
9 unique List list = new List;
10 unique Data data = new Data; // data:unique
11 data.publish(); // data:immutable
12 list.prepend(data); // data:immutable
```

Figure 4. Publication example.

Figure 4 shows another example, this time using a change permission unique \( \rightarrow \) immutable. In this example, the Data class has a publish method that (1) requires a unique permission to this; (2) uses the unique permission to write a time stamp to the object; then (3) “freezes” the object in an immutable state so it can only be read and never written by the rest of the program. Lines 9–12 show how this state might be used. Line 10 creates a fresh Data object with unique permission. Line 11 calls publish on Data, changing its permission to immutable. Line 12 puts the immutable permission into a list. Notice that since publish also returns an immutable permission to this, we could also have written list.prepend(data.publish()); but using the change permission on variable data makes clear in the client code that the same object is going into publish and into prepend.

### 2.4 Local Permissions

An important pattern for access permissions is to divide a unique permission up into several weaker permissions, use the weaker permissions for a while, and then put all the permissions back together to reform the original unique. Doing this requires careful accounting to ensure there are no outstanding permissions to the reference (other than `none`) at the point where the unique is recreated. One way to do this accounting is to use fractions [8]. However, while powerful, fractions are also difficult to use and suffer from modularity problems [17]. Instead, we observe the following:

- The complexity of fraction-based solutions arises in large part because they allow permissions to be stored into the heap, then taken out of the heap and recombined into unique.
- A common use of permissions split off from unique is to pass them into methods, where they are used in local variables and then returned, i.e., they never go into the heap.

Motivated by these observations, we introduce a new kind of permission called a `local permission`. A local permission is des-
Borrowing Local Permissions from Variables: A local permission may be borrowed from a variable with unique permission, leaving a special borrow permission in the context. The borrow permission is used internally for accounting purposes, but never appears in the programmer-visible language syntax. For example, borrowing local immutable from a unique variable leaves borrow (unique, immutable, 1) in the context for that variable. This entry says we are borrowing local immutable permissions from a unique permission, and one alias is outstanding. Borrowing again from the same variable increments the counter, while joining decrements the counter. Thus the counter tracks the number of outstanding local aliases to the original unique permission; when the counter is 1, joining the last local permission recreates unique. Note that we do this counting only when creating local permissions, because in this language immutable or shared permissions are never joined to unique.

(a) Rejoining Local Permissions to Unique

```javascript
1  unique x = new S; // x:unique
2  // local immutable y = x;
3    // x:borrow(unique, immutable, 1), y:local immutable
4  { local immutable z = x;
5    // x:borrow(unique, immutable, 2),
6    y:local immutable, z:local immutable */
7    // x:borrow(unique, immutable, 1), y:local immutable
8    // x:unique
9  }
```

(b) This Example Does Not Type Check

```javascript
1  local immutable S escape(unique S x) none { // x:unique
2    local immutable y = x;
3      // x:borrow(unique, immutable, 1), y:local immutable
4    y; // Local immutable permission taken here
5    */ x:borrow(unique, immutable, 1),
6    y:local immutable, immutable, immutable, 1 */
7  }
```

Figure 5. Borrowing local permissions from variables.

Figure 5(a) shows an example. The counter for x becomes 1 in line 4 when y borrows from it, and 2 in line 7 when z borrows from it. When z goes out of scope, the counter goes back down to 1, and when y goes out of scope, x becomes unique again. When the counter exceeds one (as in line 7), we don’t rejoin to unique yet because there are still aliases outstanding. Notice how the counters in the borrow permissions effectively account for fractions of permissions, by counting outstanding aliases. However, these fractions are hidden in the typing and never seen or manipulated by the programmer.

We must carefully account for local permissions that might escape the current scope; otherwise we could not soundly reason that all local permissions are out of scope when the local variables holding them are out of scope. Figure 5(b) shows how we do this. In line 3, y takes a local immutable permission from x, and line 5 attempts to return the local immutable permission to the caller, while retaining the unique permission in x (as shown in the signature in line 1 — remember that unique x is shorthand for unique>>unique x). Of course this should not be allowed. This example doesn’t type check, because when y goes out of scope at the end of the method, two borrow permissions would have to be joined, and our typing rules don’t allow this. Only a local permission can be joined with a borrow permission. More generally, all aliases borrowed from a local permission must be rejoined before the local permission can be rejoined to unique. However, if the method signature in line 1 said unique>>none S x, then the example would type check, because now x wouldn’t have to be rejoined to unique to satisfy the parameter’s change permission.

Borrowing Local Permissions from Fields: Our language also allows borrowing local permissions from unique fields. This is particularly useful when the permission to the object is local. Otherwise, we would need unique permission to the object even to read a unique field of the object, and it is well known that this requirement is very restrictive (essentially, any access to a linear reference must be through a chain of linear references) [13].

Figure 6 shows how this works for a simple example that computes the size of a list with unique references, requiring read-only access to the list. In line 15, size requires local immutable permission to the list (line 11), so local immutable permission is borrowed from list as discussed above, then put back to reform unique at the end of the method call. Inside the size method of List, in line 9, this has local immutable permission at the start of the method. At the call of this.head.size(), local immutable permission is borrowed from this.head. At that point, the context entry for this is saying that this has local immutable permission and points to an unpacked object with one local immutable reference borrowed from its head field. On return from this.head.size(), the permissions are put back together to repack the object. The same thing happens in Cell.size (line 5). Notice that the ability to borrow local permissions is very useful here: without it, we would either have to permanently convert the unique to immutable, thereby destroying the unique permission to the list to compute its size, or we would have to require unique permission to the list for the size computation, which is too restrictive.

One subtlety of this mechanism is that it allows multiple local variables that point to the same object to have different information about whether the object is packed. For example, consider an object O with a unique field f and two aliases of O, x and y, where y was created as an alias of x by pulling a local σ from the unique permission in x. This leaves x with the permission local σ as
well, which allows us to pull a local \( \sigma \) from \( x.f \), unpacking \( x \). Since the type system does not explicitly track what variables are aliases \( y \) remains packed. This is fine because the splitting rules prevent anything other than a local \( \sigma \) from being pulled out through \( y.f \). Furthermore, by the time \( y \) leaves scope and \( x \) becomes unique again, all local aliases to the field \( f \) of \( O \) must have been returned leaving it unique as well. Thus, it will be safe to pull a unique permission from \( x.f \) as allowed by the static rules. At runtime, we will know that \( x \) and \( y \) are in fact aliases and do the proper accounting for the permission in field \( f \) even when permission are pulled from the field through different aliases. More details on this mechanism are given in Section 3.

### 3. Formal Language

In this section we formalize the ideas developed in the previous section. We give a syntax, static semantics, and dynamic semantics for a core language. Then we state the key soundness results, which are proved in our companion technical report [23].

#### 3.1 Syntax

Figure 7 gives the syntax for the core language. A program consists of a number of state declarations \( S \) and an expression to evaluate. A state consists of a state name \( s \), a parent state \( s' \) (possibly itself), and field and method declarations. Fields \( F \) and methods \( M \) are declared in the usual way, except that field types specify permissions \( \pi \), and method parameters specify change permissions \( \pi \ni \pi' \). Fields have initializer expressions. The change permission appearing in the method declaration before the method body is the change permission associated with the implicit parameter \( \texttt{this} \).

The rest of the language features are standard for an expression-based object-oriented language. The \texttt{match} expression evaluates \( e \) to an object reference and compares its runtime state \( s' \) to the states \( s \) named in the cases. It executes the first case for which \( s' \) is a subtype of \( s \), with a runtime error if there is no match. \( v.f=e \) updates the object in the field \( v.f \) to the value of \( e \), which it also returns as the result of the expression. \( \texttt{new} \ s \) creates an object of state \( s \) and initializes its fields by running the initializer expressions given in the state definition. The sequence expression evaluates each of its subexpressions in order and returns the result of the last one as the value of the whole expression.

#### 3.2 Static Semantics

We introduce our static semantics by formalizing the notions of states and permissions. We then define the ways that permissions are manipulated and show how the flow of permissions is integrated into the type system.

**States:** States take the place of standard types in our system. Figure 8 gives the judgments and rules relating to states. \( P \vdash s \) says a state is valid if it is declared in \( P \). \( P \vdash s \leq s' \) says that \( s \) is a substate of \( s' \). Substate relations are defined by the case of relation from the state definitions, reflexivity, and transitivity.

### Figure 7. Core language syntax. \( s, f, m, \) and \( x \) are identifiers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programs</th>
<th>( P )</th>
<th>( S )</th>
<th>( e )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>States</td>
<td>( S )</td>
<td>state ( s ) case of ( s ) { ( F \land M ) }</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fields</td>
<td>( F )</td>
<td>( T )</td>
<td>( f;e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>( M )</td>
<td>( T )</td>
<td>( m(\pi \ni \pi s) ) ( \pi \ni \pi { e } )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permissions</td>
<td>( \pi )</td>
<td>unique</td>
<td>{ none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( \sigma )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types</td>
<td>( T )</td>
<td>( \pi )</td>
<td>( s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressions</td>
<td>( e )</td>
<td>let ( \pi x=e ) in ( e</td>
<td>e.m(e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variables</td>
<td>( v )</td>
<td>this</td>
<td>( x )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type-State</th>
<th>( P \vdash s )</th>
<th>( \text{state} s ) case of ( s' { F \land M } \in P )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Substate</td>
<td>( P \vdash s \leq s' )</td>
<td>( \text{state} s ) case of ( s' { F \land M } \in P )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtype-Reflexive</td>
<td>( P \vdash s \leq s )</td>
<td>( \text{state} s ) case of ( s' { F \land M } \in P )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substate-Transitive</td>
<td>( P \vdash s \leq s'' )</td>
<td>( \text{state} s ) case of ( s' { F \land M } \in P )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 8. Valid states and substates.

**Permissions:** To the set of source permissions we add an additional form needed to track local permissions so they can be joined back to unique:

\[
\pi \Rightarrow \pi' \otimes \pi''
\]

where \( n \) is a natural number. The \texttt{borrow} permission appears only in the context for a local variable or field that has had local permissions split from it. Inside \texttt{borrow}, \( \pi \) represents the original permission before the first split (unique or local \( \sigma \)), \( \pi \) represents the kind of local permission borrowed (immutable or shared), and \( n \) counts the number of borrowings.

### Figure 9. Splitting variable permissions.

The judgment \( \pi \Rightarrow \pi' \otimes \pi'' \) says that if variable \( v \) has permission \( \pi \), then \( \pi' \) can be taken out of \( \pi \) leaving \( \pi'' \) in \( v \). Figure 9 gives the rules for this judgment. Notice that \texttt{Split-Uni-Symmetric} permanently splits unique into symmetric permissions, making it impossible to ever regain the unique permission. In contrast, the \texttt{Split-Local} rules pull a local permission and leave behind a \texttt{borrow} permission which will be turned back into the original permission when all the local permissions are returned. In these rules, the count is set to reflect the net gain in local permissions: splitting a local from a unique generates a new local, so the count starts at 1 (\texttt{Split-Uni-Local}); pulling from an existing local replaces the original local with a \texttt{borrow}, resulting in no net gain in local permissions, so the count starts at 0 (\texttt{Split-Local}); taking a local from an existing \texttt{borrow} creates a new local and thus increments the count (\texttt{Split-Local-Increment}). Also, \texttt{Split-Sys-Local} says we may pull \texttt{local} \( \sigma \) out of \( \sigma \). However, we can’t get a non-local permission out of a local, so (in conjunction with the \texttt{Field} typing rule) we can’t store local permissions to the heap.

### Splitting field permissions:

The judgment \( \pi_1, \pi_2 \Rightarrow \pi_3 \otimes \pi_4 \) says that if variable \( v \) has permission \( \pi_1 \), and field \( v.f \) has permission \( \pi_2 \), then permission \( \pi_3 \) can be taken out of \( f \), leaving \( \pi_4 \) behind.
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If \( f \) is unpacked, and the identifiers match, then there are two cases. First, if restoring the permission doesn’t leave a permission equal to the declared permission for \( f \), then we update the unpacked state (\textsc{Restore-Field-Unpacked}). Otherwise we pack up the field (\textsc{Restore-Field-Pack}) by removing it from \( \Pi \). Notice we don’t consider the case where \( v.f \) appears in the location list but \( v \) doesn’t appear in the context. Why not? There are two ways this could happen: either \( v \) is returned as the value of the \texttt{let} expression that declares \( v \), or \( v \) is returned as the value of a method body, where \( v \) is \texttt{this} or the method formal parameter. In either case \( v \) must be packed after the evaluation of \( v.f \) (rules \textsc{Method} in Figure 15 and \textsc{Let} in Figure 14). Therefore, \( v.f \) can not appear in the source location list (see rule \textsc{Field-Access-Packed} in Figure 14).

**Merging Contexts:** Each \texttt{case} in a \texttt{match} expression may update the permissions in the context in a different way. The \texttt{merge} judgment from Figure 13 defines how to combine two contexts into a more general context that can be soundly used to type subsequent expressions regardless of which \texttt{case} is actually executed. We provide only the important rules for merging contexts \( \Delta_1 \) and \( \Delta_2 \); the rest of the rules are about pulling apart the contexts and comparing elements. In summary we use the following rules for merging the two context entries for a variable \( v \):

1. If \( v \) is packed in both \( \Delta_1 \) and \( \Delta_2 \) (\textsc{Merge-Packed}), then we choose the weaker permission. The weaker permission is the one which can be defined as the residue after some permission is split from the stronger permission. If such a split does not exist, then the contexts are inconsistent and the typing fails.

2. If \( v \) is unpacked in both contexts, then we require it to have the same permission in both, and we use the field splitting rules to find the weaker of the two field permissions. If the identifier \( i \) associated with the unpacked field is the same in both contexts, then we pass it through (\textsc{Merge-Unpacked-Equal}), but if it is different we generate a fresh identifier (\textsc{Merge-Unpacked-Unequal}). This is correct but conservative because it guarantees that no permission restore will occur to the location.

3. If \( v \) is unpacked in only one context (\textsc{Merge-One-Unpacked}), then we use the unpacked element, but we check that the unpacked permission for \( v \) is weaker than the packed one. Otherwise, we would have to pull a permission out of an unpacked object, which is not allowed in this language.

**Expressions:** Permissions are pulled out of the linear context by typing expressions. The judgment \( P ; \Delta ; \tau \vdash e : s ; \Delta'; \ell' \) takes the starting context \( \Delta \), a needed permission \( \tau \), and an expression \( e \) that specifies where \( \tau \) could be pulled from. It produces the state \( s \) of the expression, an updated context \( \Delta' \), and a source location list \( \ell' \) that contains all the possible locations in the context that the permission \( \tau \) may have been pulled from. The exact location is not statically known because which branch of a \texttt{match} expression is executed is determined at runtime. Figure 14 gives the rules for typing expressions which we now summarize.

\texttt{Let}: We use the permission \( \pi' \) declared for \( x \) to type \( e \), obtaining state \( s \), a context \( \Delta' \), and a source location list \( \ell' \). Then we use the needed permission \( \pi \) of the whole expression to type \( e' \) in the context \( \Delta' \) augmented by the type binding for \( x \). This produces an updated context \( \Delta'' \) where \( x \) is left with permission \( \pi'' \), and a source location list \( \ell'' \). We require that \( x \) be packed because it is going out of scope. We restore \( \pi'' \) to \( \ell'' \), the locations that the permission for \( x \) may have been pulled from, which generates a final context \( \Delta''' \) that is returned along with the state and source locations from the body.

\texttt{Match}: For a single-case \texttt{match}, we type \( e \) with a needed permission \( \pi \) none yielding some state \( s \) and an updated context \( \Delta' \). We disregard the source location lists since returning \texttt{none} is a no-op. We ensure that the state \( s \) has a common superstate with the state \( s_5 \) named in the \texttt{case}. This ensures that \( s_5 \) is a potentially valid state of \( e \). Using \( \Delta' \) and the needed permission for the entire expression, we type \( e' \) to get the state \( s' \) and source location list \( \ell' \) which are reported as the result of the case. For a multiple-case \texttt{match}, we recursively check the \texttt{match} with all but the first \texttt{case}. Then we check the \texttt{match} with the remaining \texttt{case} in isolation using the original context. Finally, we return the the least upper bound of the resulting states, the merged contexts, and the union of the source location lists from the first \texttt{case} and the remaining cases.

\texttt{Method invocation}: We type \( e \) in the input context with needed permission \( \tau_1 \) yielding a state \( s_1 \) and a context \( \Delta_2.3 \) Next we look up the method named \( m \) in state \( s_1 \). This gives us the permission \( \tau_2 \) required for the argument. We use \( \tau_2 \) to type \( e' \) in the context \( \Delta_2 \), which yields a state \( s_2' \) and a context \( \Delta_3 \). Now we check that \( s_2' \) conforms to the method parameter state \( s_2 \). Then we check that needed permission \( \tau_3 \) can be extracted from the permission \( \tau_3 \) returned by the method. We generate the output context \( \Delta_2 \) by restoring the output permissions specified for the argument and receiver in the method signature to their respective source location lists. The outgoing source location list is empty because our system does not track what locations the permissions returned from method calls can come from.

\texttt{Variables}: We require that \( v \) is packed, because its value may be assigned to another variable or stored on the heap. We also check that the existing permission can be split to give the needed permission, and we leave the residue in the type reported in the outgoing context. The source expression list contains only the variable itself.

\texttt{Field access}: We start by finding the type of \( v \) in the context and then get the defined type of field \( f \) in its state \( s \). Since we are only accessing the field of \( v \), we do not update the permission of \( v \). However, we may need to update the unpacked state of \( f \) in \( v \). If \( f \) is the needed permission for the receiver as determined by the signature of the method \( m \) in the state \( s_1 \) of the expression \( e \). This permission can be determined by a pre-pass that ignores permissions and just gathers state information for all variables.
starts packed in v's type, then there are two cases to handle. First, if we can take the required permission out of the field and leave the same permission behind, then we leave the object packed (FIELD-ACCESS-PACKED). The source expression list is empty because no permission needs to be restored to a field that is packed. Second, if we need to leave a different residual permission, then we unpack the field, leaving the residual permission behind (FIELD-ACCESS-UNPACKED). We also generate a fresh identifier i and report (v, f, i) as the source location list. If f is already unpacked in v, then we split the needed permission from the current field permission, and replace the current permission in the unpacked field state with the residual permission (FIELD-ASSIGN-UNPACKED). We report (v, f, i) as the source location, using the existing identifier i.

Field assignment: If v, f is packed, then to assign e to it we (1) look in the context to get the permission we need for the field; (2) type c; (3) check that we have writable permission to v in the resulting context; and (4) check that the states match (FIELD-ASSIGN-PACKED). We also ensure that the permission we need can be split off from the permission needed by the field, while retaining the field permission. If v, f is unpacked, then we do the same thing, but we pack up f at the end (FIELD-ASSIGN-UNPACKED). In both cases, we do not need to return permissions to the source locations of e because what's left after assigning to v, f must be none or symmetric and returning either is a no-op. For the same reason, the returned source location list is empty.

Object creation and expression sequence: These rules are straightforward. In SEQUENCE-MULTIPLE, notice that we pull the needed permission only for the last element in the sequence. If a single field executes, its value is returned by evaluating the expression; we pull none from the rest of the expressions in the sequence. For example, if x is unique, it is legal to request a unique field from the expression \(c x x\), because unique is only pulled from the last x. Since returning a none permission is a no-op, we can safely discard the source location lists for these expressions.

Top-Level Program Structure: Figure 15 gives the rules for typing programs, states, fields, and methods. In rule PROGRAM we type the main expression with a needed permission none, because no permission to the result is needed after program execution is complete. In rule FIELD we type the initializer expression in the empty environment to ensure that this isn’t stored to the heap by a new expression. Also, we require that user-declared field types cannot be declared with local permissions (borrow permissions are also excluded because they cannot appear in the source). This restriction ensures that a local permission is never assigned to the heap. In rule METHOD we check that the return type and parameters are valid. We check that the method body types in the context created by binding the method receiver and parameter to their types and that the resulting state is a substate of the return state. We require that the parameter and receiver be packed in the output context \(\Delta'\) and also that their permissions in \(\Delta'\) agree with the output permissions given by their change types.
For simplicity, we implicitly disallow overriding, shadowing, and/or overloading of fields and methods. We also disallow cycles in the inheritance hierarchy and treat the set of states as a forest of trees, where a state $s$ is a root if it has itself as a parent.

### 3.3 Dynamic Semantics

An execution state $H; e$ includes a heap $H$ and an expression $e$. **Heap:** Our model of the heap $H$ is a partial function from object references to object identifiers and from object identifiers to objects. The addition of object references provides an additional level of indirection that allows us to explicitly track and reason about different aliases to a single object as in [28]. These serve a formal purpose only and are not necessary in an implementation. Consistent with this indirectness, the fields of an object $dF$ map field names to object references. Every object reference in $\text{dom}(H)$ maps to an object identifier except the special reference null, which is used during object initialization.

$$\begin{align*}
H &\coloneqq \text{null} | o \mapsto O, H | O \mapsto s(dF), H \\
dF &\coloneqq f \mapsto o
\end{align*}$$

**Expressions:** We enhance our expression language to support partially-executed programs. We add object references $o$ as well as the new form alias$(o)$ as expressions. alias$(o)$ gives computational meaning to splitting a permission of $o$ by creating a new alias to hold the split permission. As alias expressions will be substituted for bound variables in let bodies, we allow them to appear wherever variables can. Finally, we add a partial let form that keeps track of the scope in which an object reference $o$ is bound.

$$\begin{align*}
e &\coloneqq \ldots | o \mid \text{alias}(o) \mid \text{alias}(o).f \mid \text{alias}(o).f = e \mid \text{let } o \text{ in } e
\end{align*}$$

**Reduction Rules:** We formalize program execution using a small step operational semantics. Given a program $P$, the reduction rules shown in Figure 16 take one execution state to another.

**Congruence:** We specify reduction of subexpressions using an evaluation context $E$ defined below:

$$\begin{align*}
E &\coloneqq \square | \text{let } x = E \text{ in } e | \text{let } o \text{ in } E | \\
& \quad \text{match}(E) \{ (s \mapsto x) \} | E.m(e) \\
& \quad o.m(E) \mid \text{alias}(o).f = E \{ E(); x; e \}
\end{align*}$$

As usual, $\square$ is a “hole” that is filled in with the subexpression under evaluation to construct the entire expression being evaluated. **Alias:** Reducing an alias$(o)$ expression creates a fresh object reference that points to the same object identifier as the original object reference. **Let:** Once the bound expression is reduced to an object reference $o$ we substitute alias$(o)$ for all occurrences of the bound variable $x$ in the body. Thus, any use of $x$ in the body must create a fresh alias. We also keep track of the scope of $o$ by reducing to the partial let form. Once the body of a partial let has been evaluated to an object reference we remove the scoping annotation.

**Figure 15.** Programs, states, fields, and methods.

**Match:** Once the selector expression becomes an object reference $o$, we select the first match case, if any, that is a superstate of the state of $o$. If there is no match, then execution gets stuck. **Method invocation:** Once we have object references for the receiver and argument of the method, we substitute the method body surrounded by let expressions binding the receiver and argument. This allows let reduction to handle the substitution and scoping. **Object creation:** We create a new object identifier $O$ and give its fields the reference null, which will be replaced by the proper values after running the initializer expressions. We reduce to a sequence expression which initializes each field of the object in turn through a fresh object reference $o$. The final expression in the sequence returns $o$. **Field access and assignment:** A field access evaluates to a fresh alias to the object reference the heap associates with the field. Field assignment replaces the object reference in the field with the object reference from evaluating the right-hand side. It returns a fresh alias of this same reference. Since we do not use the target of the field read or assignment except to access its field, we do not need a new alias to it, so we leave the alias$(o)$ in the target unevaluated. **Sequence:** Each expression in the sequence is evaluated in order until there are no further expressions at which point the sequence is reduced to the object reference resulting from the reduction of the final expression.

### 3.4 Soundness Results

In this section, we present the main soundness results and supporting definitions for our system. Our technical report [23] contains the full definitions and proofs.

**Typing of Dynamic Expressions:** We state and prove soundness in terms of a standard dynamic typing. To do this, we need rules for typing object references, alias expressions, and partial lets.

First, we enhance the definition of the linear context to map object references to types. We also add entries of the form $\ell \leftarrow o$ to the context which indicate that $o$ returns its permission to the source location $\ell$ when it leaves scope. We will also want to be able to return permissions to object references, so we extend the definition of source locations to include them.

$$\begin{align*}
\Delta &\coloneqq \ldots | o : (\pi,s,\Pi), \Delta | \ell \leftarrow o, \Delta \\
\ell &\coloneqq \ldots | o : (\pi.f,i)
\end{align*}$$

The rules for typing partial expressions are found in Figure 17. The ALIAS rule says that typing alias $(o)$ proceeds by typing $o$ like a variable. In particular, the source location is $o$. A raw object reference $o$ is typed using rule OBJECT-REF which is also similar to the VAR rule with two important exceptions. First, we look in the context to find the return location specified for $o$. This is because we need to maintain the typing after an alias expression steps to an object reference. In particular, after alias$(o)$ steps to $o'$, typing $o'$ should still return $o$ as the source location. Second, the binding for the type of $o$ is removed from the outgoing context to ensure that $o$ is not used later in the program which would break
our model of execution where each variable and field is tracked as a separate object reference. To type a field read or assignment after an alias has been substituted for the target variable, ALIAS-FIELD* undoes the substitution with a fresh variable x that replaces alias(o). We give x the type of o from the context when typing the updated expression and then return the resulting outputs with o put back for x in the context and source location list. LET-PARTIAL assumes the scoped object reference o is already in the context along with a return location for it. After the body is typed, the remaining permission to o is restored to its return location.

Soundness Judgments: Figure 18 shows the soundness judgments for the system. P; Δ; π ⊢ H; e : π s; Δ; e’ is the top-level judgment and says that the runtime environment H; e is well-typed with respect to a program P, a context Δ, and a permission π. The premises of this judgment are as follows. First, the context and the heap must map the same set of object references. Second, the incoming context must be able to be partitioned into two distinct parts: Δ₁ to type the expression (which produces the outputs of the judgment), and Δ₂ which contains all of the object references stored in fields f in H. Third, three invariants must hold for the context and the heap: (1) consistent object permissions, (2) consistent object references, and (3) distinct fields.

Consistent object permissions: The key soundness condition of our system is that for each O, the set of references o that point to it must have consistent permissions in Δ. This condition captures the meaning of the permissions in our system. Figure 19 defines this consistency condition. The judgment \( \text{perms}(\Delta, H, O) = [\pi^*] \) forms the list of all the permissions \( \pi \) given to object references o that point to O in H. The judgment \([\pi^*]\) consistent places three requirements on this list: (1) if unique appears in the list, then it appears only once, and all other permissions are none; (2) if a borrow(unique, o, n) permission appears in the list, then the number of local \( \sigma \) permissions must match the sum of the counts of all borrow permissions in the list; and (3) no list may contain both shared and immutable permissions (including the local and borrow versions).

Consistent object references: Object references must also be internally consistent. We say that P; Δ; H; o ok if the representation of the object reference o in H is consistent with the type of o in Δ. For the representation to be valid, we first need for the actual states of the object and its fields to be subsets of the states given by the type of o. Second, we need to ensure that any permission that can be statically pulled from a field f of the state s through o can also be pulled from the permission of the object reference that represents the field in H. Given the field type \( \pi, \pi_f \) of f, in o, we say that \( \pi, \pi_f \) fulfills \( \pi_{o, f} \) (represented by \( \pi_{o, f} \)) if any permission that can be split from \( \pi_{o, f} \) can also be split from \( \pi_o \). Both judgments are formalized in Figure 18.

Distinct fields: In order to carry out the typing of a partially evaluated expression we must ensure that no object reference o ever appears (1) both in a field and in the expression being typed or (2) in two different fields in H. Otherwise, typing one location could have a non-local impact on the permission in the other location that...
the superstate from $\Delta$ variables and fields.

The judgment $P; \Delta; H \vdash e : \pi s; \Delta; \ell^*$ splits into

$$P; \Delta; \pi \vdash H; e : \pi s; \Delta; \ell^*$$

The judgment $P; \Delta; \pi \vdash H; e : \pi s; \Delta; \ell^*$ requires that the new environment after reduction is still well-formed, with the extra restriction that the context $\Delta'$ generated by typing the updated expression $e'$ must split into the context $\Delta$ produced by typing the original $e$. However, this is not strong enough because it does not account for the permissions that were pulled out as a part of typechecking.
which may be returned to the context later. The second condition provides the extra power we need. Consider the source location list \( E^* \) representing all the source locations from which the needed permission \( \pi \) was pulled when typing \( e \) but that were not used to get \( \pi \) when typing \( e' \). There is potentially more permission at these locations in \( \Delta^* \) than in \( \Delta \) because \( \pi \) was not split from them during the typing of \( e' \). However, are we guaranteed that if we restore the pulled permission to these locations in \( \Delta \) using the judgment defined in Figure 12, the resulting context \( \Delta_e \) can still be split from \( \Delta^* \)? The second condition of preservation says, “Yes.” This fact is necessary to prove the splitting condition on \( \Delta' \) from the first condition in some cases such as when E-Congruence is used to reduce a let expression. This and other details of the proofs of these theorems are discussed in our accompanying technical report [23].

4. Related Work

Wadler first introduced the concept of temporarily converting a linear (unique) reference into a non-linear reference using the let! construct [27]. Other early uniqueness type systems built on his work and added support for borrowing as a special annotation, such as “borrowed” or “lent” [1, 19, 22]. While convenient, these systems did not support borrowing immutable pointers, and generally provided weak guarantees: multiple borrowed pointers could co-exist and interfere with one another. Boyland devised alias burying to address this issue, using shape analysis to ensure that whenever a unique variable was read, all aliases to it were dead (or “buried”) [7]. While this approach works well in an analysis tool, it is inappropriate for a type system: programmers would have to understand a shape analysis to comprehend and fix a type error message. The authors of Plural [3], which also uses analysis to support borrowing, have observed this to be a problem in practice. In contrast, our system provides a more natural abstraction for reasoning by modeling the flow of permissions through locations in the source.

Boyland proposed fractional permissions as a generalization of borrowing that does not require a stack discipline for creating and destroying borrowed aliases [8]. Although fractions have received a lot of attention in the verification community, we know of no practical tool support that leverages fractions—possibly because programmers find fractions an unintuitive abstraction. Instead, tools like Plural [3], Chalice [17], and VeriFast [21] provide abstractions (including borrowing) that hide fractions from users, but the use of program analysis and theorem provers makes these systems less predictable and more difficult to understand than the type system presented here. Boyland and Retert later developed a type system that allows borrowing unique permissions [10]. Like our system, their system tracks permissions taken out of individual fields using a technique they call “carving.” However, where they use a substructural logic for tracking permissions, we use a more predictable linear context to type individual variables.

One of the authors previously observed the importance of borrowing for tracking permissions and presented the first fraction-free permission type system we are aware of that supports borrowing unique and immutable permissions [2]. While the technical details are somewhat different, the system presented in [2], similar to this system, avoids fractions by counting split-off permissions in variable types. We propose local permissions to distinguish borrowed permissions syntactically, as well as none permissions, both of which remain implicit in [2]. Our system additionally supports share permissions, match expressions and sequences, and our system tracks permissions taken out of individual fields. Unlike [2], we provide a dynamic semantics and prove our system sound.

Other programming languages have incorporated the ideas of uniqueness and borrowing into their type systems but use less flexile or more complicated mechanisms. The Clean programming language [25] is a functional language with support for unique references. However, since the language is functional, there is no concept for returning permissions to a previous location as in our system.

The Vault programming language [13] allows linear (unique) references to be split into guarded (immutable) types that are valid in the scope of a key. Their use of type-level keys adds notational and algorithmic complexity to the scoring of borrowed permissions that we avoid by using our simpler local permissions. On the other hand, Vault supports adoption whereby a linear permission stored in a field of a non-linear object can be treated linearly. Vault also includes annotations on methods that consume permissions similar to our change permissions. However ours are strictly more flexible because in our richer set of permissions we can specify a partial return of a permission (e.g. unique>>immutable).

The Cyclone language [18] has a feature similar to Vault’s keys. Cyclone also includes explicit support for borrowing through reference counting that is similar to the mechanism that underlies our local permissions. However, unlike our approach, it is exposed to the programmer in the syntax. Also, Cyclone allows borrowing only for permissions stored in local variables; field accesses occur via swap, which is awkward. In contrast, we have designed a field unpacking mechanism that supports direct field access.

Other recent work on the Plaid type system [28] integrates permissions with typestate and uses change types, providing some of the expressiveness of our system. While this other work can express the publication example from Figure 4, it has very limited support for borrowing, and can only change field values with a swap operation, which is unnatural for programmers.

An alternative to borrowing is explicitly “threading” references from one call to another, as supported in Alms [26]. In this approach, the permission is tied to the reference; it is given up permanently when the reference is passed to a function, but the function may return the reference again along with a permission. This approach is very clear and explicit, but it is quite awkward and furthermore results in additional writes when the result reference is re-assigned to the reference variable.

Overall, the system presented in this paper is distinguished by supporting natural programming and reasoning abstractions together with a broad set of permissions including immutable, unique, and shared. As a type system defined by local rules, it is easy for programmers to follow, and separating permission flow from references makes it more succinct than systems in which references must be threaded explicitly. We hope it will serve as a robust foundation for making permission-based programming languages such as Plaid practical enough for widespread use.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

We have described a new type system for flexible borrowing of unique, shared, and immutable permissions without explicit fractions. As future work, we would like to integrate our borrowing mechanism with Plaid’s typestate features, and gain experience using the type system on larger codebases.
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